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Welcome to the fourth (of five) eBook of the series: The 5 pillars to Build a Smart Datacenter.
What makes a datacenter “smart”? Is it a well-planned consumption of electricity? Or is it
a wise use of the resources? Is it just software or does hardware play an important role as
well? In these five eBooks, we will describe the strategic, practical and economic pillars
that you should take in consideration if you want to make your datacenter smarter and more
sustainable. The five ebooks will focus on:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PUE, DCiE and WUE
Power Density and Space Efficiency
Software-Defined Power
Resources and Energy Consumption
Costs

In this fourth eBook, we will analyze the resources and energy consumption a datacenter
needs to face and how it is possible to run a datacenter in a more sustainable way.
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1. Resources & Energy
Consumption
The global datacenter market is expected to reach revenues of about USD 304.87 billion
during 2020-2024, according to experts’ forecast. The fast-paced growth of the new digital
trends is responsible for the rapid expansion witnessed by datacenters and HPC. These new
trends require the processing of large quantities of data, that translates into a necessity for
greater computational capacity. In the last 30 years, the virtualisation process and Moore’s
Law (according to which the number of transistors on a microchip doubles every two years),
resulted in a smarter, leaner distribution and management of the energy (today, the energy
needed to process a certain amount of data has decreased by over six orders of magnitude).
But that is just slowing down a process that cannot be stopped: our society needs datacenters
and supercomputers. We have reached a point where we cannot simply think about the
evolution of our socio-economic system without relying on datacenters.
Datacenters on their turn need to rethink their strategy to be more efficient and make
sustainable innovation (the fourth most pressing concern of today datacenters along with
energy efficiency, operating costs and security) not just a fancy marketing slogan, but a pillar
to sustain the creation of a new generation of smart datacenters.

Source: https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06610-y
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1.1 Electric Consumption
In the last few years, the datacenter industry has witnessed a major change in the global
compute capability, with an increasing shift of workloads from on-premise infrastructure to
the cloud. A new study revealed that datacenters computing output jumped six fold from 2010
to 2018, with a general energy consumption rise of about 6%1.

Market growth will ACCELERATE
at a CAGR of about

INCREMENTAL
GROWTH

2019

The year-over-year growth
rate for 2020 is estimated at

2024

In 2018, datacenters accounted for about 205 terawatt-hours of electricity usage, i.e. roughly
1% of all electricity consumption worldwide, according to a report from Science.
If, on one hand, this result reflects a much better scenario than what expected, on the other, it
unequivocally confirms two facts:
More compute density is being deployed. As confirmed by AFCOM 2, average power
density has gone from 4-5kW (about 10 years ago) to 7-10kW. And according to
Uptime Institute3, “back in 2012, the highest density racks the organization could
find were consuming 26kW. Last year, ten percent of respondents to its data centre
survey reported that they were running some of their racks at above 40kW”.4
2. The amount of power consumed remained overall steady.5

1.

1. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/technology/cloud-computing-energy-usage.html
2. Source: https://datacenterfrontier.com/rack-density-trends-higher-but-ai-could-boost-a-high-density-horizo The figures refer to the US datacenter industry.
3. Source: https://datacenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/2018-data-center-industry-survey.pdf
4. Source: https://virtusdatacentres.com/item/389-power-density-the-real-benchmark-of-a-data-centre
5. Source: https://www.networkworld.com/article/3531316/data-center-power-consumption-holds-steady.html
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Given how the datacenter rack density is skyrocketing (and destined to continue
rising), one would expect a consequent, similar rise also in energy consumption. But
that does not seem the case. How is it possible?
There might be different reasons to determine the gradual, relatively moderate (but
still important) growth in datacenters energy consumption, as pointed out by Science
in the above-mentioned article:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Server virtualisation process
Faster and more energy-efficient port technologies
Improved efficiency of IT and infrastructure equipment
Incentives for datacenters adopting energy-efficiency policies
Shifting from corporate datacenters to hyperscalers
Hyperscalers (Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Facebook, etc.) and cloud datacenters
implementing solutions aimed at efficiency and sustainability (like renewable
energy sources)

40%
10%

5%

Server power consumption
Communications euquipment energy consumption
Energy consumption of power supply system
Energy consumption of refrigeration system

5%

Energy consumption of the storage device

40%

Source: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1364032115016664
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1.2 Water Consumption
Water is an essential resource for any datacenter operations as important as electricity.
Datacenters can consume up to millions of gallons of water per day, with clear and
understandable concerns regarding the impact of the industry on the environment.
It is interesting to note that, when it comes to energy consumption, automatically
the association goes to “electricity”. It is true that water is not equal to energy per se,
nevertheless, water - together with electricity - does mean “efficiency” for a datacenter.
As pointed out by in the paper Exploiting Temporal Diversity of Water Efficiency to Make Data
Center Less “Thirsty”:
“[...] the existing studies for minimizing data center energy consumption cannot
minimize water footprint, because when optimizing for energy efficiency, they
neglect the physical characteristic (in particular, time-varying water efficiency
[...]) of data center cooling systems and electricity generation. In fact, for
reducing water footprint, it is not only important to minimize energy, but also
crucial to consider “when” to consume energy. Prior studies on minimizing
electricity cost and carbon emissions do not lead to water minimization
solutions either, because water efficiency is not in proportion to electricity
cost-/carbon-efficiency (e.g., nuclear power incurs little carbon emission but
can consume more than 2L of water per kWh). While using air economizer (i.e.,
“free” cooling) and recycled/sea water can reduce potable water consumption,
these techniques, however, focus on improved “engineering” and do not apply
to all data centers, because they typically require high upfront costs and/or
suitable locations/climate conditions.”
But how do datacenters use water? First of all, we should specify that when we talk about
“water” in datacenters, we are referring to potable water. Now, large datacenters (not all of
them) usually rely on cooling towers. Traditional cooling towers can consume 2.4 gallons of
water per minute of operation per 100 tons of cooling through evaporation.
Preserving water has become essential for datacenters also for more “social” and corporate
aspects such as green certifications, tax credits, and corporate social responsibility. At the
same time, it is necessary to remember that water is also crucial for electricity generation
(e.g., thermoelectricity, nuclear power), which is undeniably essential for datacenter
operation.

“

Data centers are expanding, they’re going
everywhere. They need to be built in a way that
ensures they are not taking critical resources
away from water-scarce communities
(Gary Cook, global climate campaigns director at Stand.earth) 6

6. Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2020-04-01/how-much-water-do-google-data-centers-use-billions-of-gallons
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Evaporative cooling is a very effective means for heat rejection and is used in many
applications for commercial space conditioning, refrigeration systems, data centers,
laboratories, and industrial systems. However, cooling towers and other evaporative cooling
systems are a significant source of water consumption in the urban environment. In a typical
office building with a water-cooled chiller, the cooling tower represents the largest water
consuming end use. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 28% of the
water use in office buildings is for the cooling and heating system.” 7

Water consumption by end use for commercial buildings
Source: U.S Environmental Protection Agency (2017)

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates that
28% of the water use in office buildings is for the cooling
and heating system
Cooling towers bring in also some other collateral aspects that must be taken into
considerations such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Concentration of dissolved solids (mineral deposits and other added process
chemicals) that can reduce the efficiency of the cooling system itself
Connected to the previous point, corrosion and health risks (legionella)
Complex maintenance and consequent downtime
Overflow risk
Great amount of water that evaporates

7. Source: https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/73911.pdf
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In recent years, the datacenter industry has tried to solve the energy problem by finding
new ways. A possible solution that is getting more and more traction and attention from the
community is offered by the European Nordic regions. The Nordics are likely to gain market
share thanks to five key advantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Abundant renewable energy
Reliable power supply
Low energy prices
Political stability
Faster time-to-market primarily due to ease of doing business
Discover how Denmark is winning Hyperscale datacenter in Submer’s webinar
with Merima Dzanic, from Danish Data Center Industry

There are clearly various types of cooling systems and some of them, as Submer’s Immersion
Cooling solutions, can help datacenters solve many of the problems described above,
improving efficiency with zero waste of water (thanks to a closed loop system).
Learn how to Calculate the WUE of your Datacenter in our eBook

4. Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/technology/cloud-computing-energy-usage.html
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2. Carbon Emissions
On 12th June 2019, ex British Prime Minister Theresa May announced that the UK was going to
become emission neutral by 2050. This makes the UK the first major industrialized economy
to do so.
In the US alone, datacenters are set to consume 139 terawatt-hours in 2020 (139 billion
kilowatt-hours) – that’s about 3.5% of all the electricity produced there.
There are several ways that this emission neutrality can be achieved. Certainly, emissions
themselves can be reduced through cleaner business and industrial practices and
environmental controls. But – by far – the most effective method is to reduce emissions
directly. The trick however is to accomplish this without diminishing productivity. In the US
alone, datacenters are set to consume 139 terawatt-hours in 2020 (139 billion kilowatt-hours)
– that’s about 3.5% of all the electricity produced there. Globally, estimates range between
6% and 7%.
As climate and emission requirements start taking hold in the UK and across the EU, this
number is significant enough to draw attention. The pressure applies equally – reducing power
consumption reduces costs, reduces emissions, and allows governments and businesses to
meet their regulation targets – including the Scope 3 requirements.
In one of our webinars, John Laban, the EU Representative for the Open Compute Project –
talked about things like waste heat recapture. Alone, this doesn’t reduce the power consumed
by the datacenter. But it does reduce the power needs of surrounding businesses and homes,
so the total consumption of the entire community drops by quite a lot.
Discover the best practice in designing and handling resources in Submer’s webinar
The Future of Power Efficient Datacenters.
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3. Renewable Energy
Can datacenter use 100% renewable energy? Not an easy question to answer, given that the
scenario is much more complex than it seems.
First of all, it is necessary to specify that, in a datacenter, there are different components
that make up its energy footprint. Electricity though definitely is the primary energy source
in almost any kind of a datacenter operation. Talking about electricity consumption in a
datacenter automatically brings to mind “servers”, but actually there are other components
that are also important: storage, switches, network, etc.

“

Global tech giants, corporates and financial
institutions have been setting decarbonisation
targets, working towards the Task Force on
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), and
increasingly taking up renewable power purchase
agreements (PPAs).
(Clark Butler, IEEFA guest contributor and a corporate adviser)

Global datacenter energy demand by end use9

8. Source: https://ieefa.org/ieefa-update-tech-giants-investment-in-renewable-power-purchase-agreements-pays-off-in-current-climate/
9. Source: https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/charts/global-data-centre-energy-demand-by-end-use
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“Today, a large number of datacenters' usage is through the cloud. As Cisco estimates, by 2021,
53% of all servers will be located in hyperscale cloud datacenters like AWS, Microsoft Azure,
or Google Cloud. 10

IBM has committed to 55% renewable
energy procured globally by 2025, as has HP
Enterprise, and Accenture has committed to
100% renewable by 2023.11
The great majority of datacenters still rely on non-renewable resources, plugging directly into
local electricity grids. Even if a slow transition towards cleaner energy sources is in progress,
the current scenario makes it really hard for datacenters to tap into 100% renewables. So,
when renewables are not generating, and a datacenter is connected to a grid with a varying
mix, datacenter operators have two options:
•

•

Purchasing offset by making payments to projects to match your total emissions.
The final stage is direct consumption of locally generated renewables, either in real
time or stored from recent generation. Google and Microsoft have been adopting this
model respectively since 2007 and 2012, thus becoming “carbon neutral”.
Purchasing energy elsewhere from renewable sources to match your total energy
consumption, even if those sources are elsewhere on the grid (or even in different
countries).

[...] the actual climate benefit of procuring renewable energy assets depends critically on
the nature of the emissions produced by the generators displaced, more than on the intrinsic
nature of the renewable power sources themselves.” 12

10. Source: https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/index.html
11. Source: https://ieefa.org/ieefa-update-tech-giants-investment-in-renewable-power-purchase-agreements-pays-off-in-current-climate/
12. Source: https://www.ft.com/content/d75f49d0-103f-11ea-a225-db2f231cfeae
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3.1 Hyperscalers Leading the Way
Once a datacenter has adopted one of the two options above mentioned, “the next step is to
match like-for-like rather than matching emissions for emissions e.g. buy renewable energy to
match all your energy usage. Google has been doing this since 2017 and Microsoft has pledged
to do this by 2025. Microsoft is actually already doing this for electricity, but not for energy (In
FY2018 391,047 MWh still came from other fuels such as jet fuel, natural gas, diesel, etc).
Amazon is more difficult to assess because they provide only limited environmental reporting.
5 of their 22 cloud regions are carbon neutral. They have a goal to be completely carbon
neutral as a business by 2040, claim to use more than 50% of renewables as of 2018, and are
aiming to be 100% renewables by 2030.” 13

Top corporate renewables off-takers (IEA, 2019)

13. Source: https://davidmytton.blog/how-can-data-centers-use-100-renewable-electricity/
14. Source: https://www.iea.org/commentaries/data-centres-and-energy-from-global-headlines-to-local-headaches
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3.2 Carbon Neutral Vs. Net Zero
What’s the difference between “carbon neutral” and “net zero”?

“Given common usage, companies have typically said they’re ‘carbon neutral’
if they offset their emissions with payments either to avoid a reduction in
emissions or remove carbon from the atmosphere. But these are two very
different things. For example, one way to avoid a reduction in emissions is to
pay someone not to cut down the trees on the land they own. This is a good
thing, but in effect it pays someone not to do something that would have a
negative impact. It doesn’t lead to planting more trees that would have a
positive impact by removing carbon.
In contrast, ‘net zero’ means that a company actually removes as much carbon
as it emits. The reason the phrase is “net zero” and not just “zero” is because
there are still carbon emissions, but these are equal to carbon removal. And
‘carbon negative’ means that a company is removing more carbon than it emits
each year.” 15

15. Source: https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2020/01/16/microsoft-will-be-carbon-negative-by-2030/
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Source : European Commission 2050 strategic vision16

Google and Microsoft, for example, are both carbon neutral companies. However, when you
read that a company operates on “100% renewable energy”, it does not mean that all energy
consumed is generated only from renewable sources. Rather, it means more narrowly
that they procured enough renewable energy on an annual basis to offset 100 per cent of
consumption. 17

16. Source: https://www.dw.com/en/net-zero-by-2050-what-does-it-mean/a-48958487
17. Source: https://www.ft.com/content/d75f49d0-103f-11ea-a225-db2f231cfeae
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4. A Better Solution
One of the biggest mistakes when pursuing ways to create a sustainable, smarter datacenter
is just thinking about the “outside”: the location, the kind of resources it uses, the climate,
the temperature, etc. It is actually necessary to consider that energy efficiency, resources
management and, consequently, sustainability are a challenge that must be tackled from
the outside and also from the inside. By rethinking the design of every single element of a
datacenter: from the building itself, until the smallest component of a server.
There are many ways for datacenters to better use and consume their resources and energy.
Datacenters need to change their role, switching from big, ugly, energy guzzling buildings to
smaller, more agile and smarter structures organically and positively integrated into their
surrounding environment. For example, datacenters could start putting in place programs to
reuse the heat dissipated to heat urban or industrial areas.
A smart datacenter should be able to tap into clean and renewable energy sources and,
possibly, promote the use of biodegradable materials (as seen in some cases in the Nordics).
Among the many, possible solutions, some also considerar that, especially now that we are at
the dawn of 5G, a diffused, active use of edge datacenters (much more autonomous than the
traditional, “monolithic” datacenters as far as the electric consumption is concerned) could be
a solution to distribute energy in a smarter and more efficient way.
In March 2020, Submer announced the installation of 10 SmartPod units delivering up to
500kW of heat dissipation at neutral datacenter BitNap (Barcelona, Spain). This is the first
sustainable Liquid Immersion Cooling cluster in Spain to rely on renewable energies as a
secondary cooling system, being BitNAP part of the district heating and cooling (DHC) system
operated by Ecoenergies.

“

This is the first of many examples to come of
real symbiosis between datacenters, renewable
energies, smart technology and a truly viable
industrial application
(Daniel Pope, CEO of Submer)
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Thanks to Submer’s cleantech, datacenters can have a smaller (or even positive) impact on the
environment than a traditional air-cooled datacenter and be ready for Scope-3 thanks to:
•
•
•
•

The energetic and water savings
The use of proprietary coolant (SmartCoolant) 100% non-hazardous for people or the
environment and readily biodegradable according to OECD 301
The possibility to re-use the heat dissipated for other purposes such as the heating of
the building hosting the datacenter or the surrounding areas
A smaller carbon footprint

Carbon Footprint18
Over 5 years

AIR Carbon Footprint
(metric t)

LIC Carbon Footprint
(metric t)

306,600

180,456

18. The carbon intensity (in Kg) may vary depending on how the electricity is generated: Coal is 1000g, Gas is 500g, Nuclear and Renewables are 80g or less. The figures in the
table above refer to electricity generated with Natural Gas.
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5. Conclusions
In this eBook, we have briefly analysed the resources and energy consumption of datacenters.
We also tried to point out some possible solutions aimed at improving datacenters
efficiency and sustainability. We do understand that the construction, the operating and
the maintenance of a smart datacenter need to take in consideration a broader spectrum of
variables. That’s why we’d like to invite you to read the other four eBooks of the series The 5
pillars to Build a Smart Datacenter.
Here below you’ll find a quick checklist that, we hope, might help you to understand if you are
on the right path towards next generation datacenters. And if not… well, we are here to help!

YES
Do you know the PUE/DCiE
of your datacenter?

Do you know the WUE of your datacenter?

Do you know the carbon footprint
of your datacenter?
Does you datacenter use any
renewable energy source?

Matteo Mezzanotte
PR, Communication & Content
Matteo’s LinkedIn

NO
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Are you planning to make your
datacenter smarter?
Let’s do it together!
Book a 30 minutes call with us and
we’ll analyze and draw together
your SmartDC strategy!
BOOK A CALL
https://submer.com/book-a-call

